
GOOD TOPICS TO WRITE ABOUT FOR AN ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY

ABOUT ABORTION

Have no idea what to write in the essay on abortion? We've got a bunch! Learn about the perfect structure for the essay
and grab the most exciting topic from the .

In this work, we have gathered the most arguable abortion essay topics that will help you to create a successful
work. Diversity makes the most sensitive issues settle in a grey area, rather than simply black or white. You
could make use of the statistics on abortion which show the most unwanted pregnancies to happen in women
of young age, of low socioeconomic background, low education, that are in abusive relationships, or currently
have no partners at all. Right to life A powerful argument against abortion is that everyone has a right to life.
This will help you to get a complete picture of an essay. This kind of an essay should be relatively short, and
as it was mentioned above, it should consist of approximately 5 paragraphs and several pages. The fetus
originates from two human beings and can only be human, nothing else. It is not so simple to write about such
a difficult topic, that's why you have to figure out what you are going to tell to your readers and think over
each word you are going to say in your work. If you decided to write your argumentative essay on abortion
from the pro-life perspective, you should look at the issue from exactly the opposite angle, considering
abortion murder and substantiating your claims with some of the following evidence: Abortion is a medical
procedure that can have serious consequences, both immediate and long-term, including heavy bleeding,
damage to the woman's reproductive or other organs, sterility and even death. The ethical differences in
opinions will be explored in the following paragraphs, analyzing the issue from different perspectives. It is the
termination of a human pregnancy, which is often performed during the first twenty-eight weeks of pregnancy.
Body paragraph 1. No inspiration to write another essay? The woman is too young for motherhood, both from
the health perspective given that such an early pregnancy might cause reproductive problems later on and put a
young woman's health at serious risk , and from the socioeconomic perspective, because a teenage mother is
not capable of providing for her child, and they would both most probably be living in poverty without
financial means to provide them with opportunity for education. Why is it hard for some women to make an
abortion even if something is wrong with a fetus? Abortion is frowned upon in many societies, often making
the women who resort to it victims of stigmatization and social marginalization. These statics along with many
more show the huge injustice that is happening in the country I call home. It has a beating heart starting at six
weeks gestation. The responsibility for this choice was overwhelming, and Helen had to make it. However,
due to the modern technologies, it becomes even a hard task to miss any necessary facts, opinions of experts
and logical explanations. To be persuasive while writing this type of essay, the topic you have chosen has to
appeal to you personally. Imagine that you have already written the main part of the essay including
introduction and 3 main paragraphs, but how to end a persuasive essay on abortion? All that is left for you to
do is to decide on the position you would like to take in this matter, whether it is the pro-choice or the pro-life
argument that makes more sense to you. And maybe the hardest part of writing will be taking a certain stand
on the matter. If your essay was rather long, then it is useful to summarize in short what has already been said
on the subject.


